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This has been an eventful year. It is the year that saw us head into the COVID 2019 pandemic, which 

we presently still find ourselves. It is a year that has seen our new General Manager take on her duties. 

And it is a year where we have taken on new Board members. We continue to embrace the change 

and adjust. 

Finances 

I am pleased to report the financial state of the GSCID is healthy.  We received a clean audit and our 

financials have been enclosed in the pack. Thank you to Cecil Kilpin for their diligent efforts. 

As you can see, we operate off a budget of circa R8m per annum. The increase in expenses is 

maintained with the input of extra funding received from likes of UCT or via special projects, as set 

out below. Generally speaking the budget is managed frugally, and it falls in line with our five year 

plan on a like for like basis (of the R8m, R6.8m was for the core items which related to the prior year 

of R6.4m for same – being a circa 6% increase only). Our collection rate is high, which is a great tribute 

to the members and ratepayers of the GSCID. For this I would like to express thanks. With your help 

we are able to attend to all the various functions of the GSCID. The GSCID finished the year with a 

surplus. We finished on circa R500,000 ahead of budget. Much of this is due to the payment of 

retention monies, for which we do not budget, which retention monies we receive as an annual cash 

injection based on the debt recovery rate of the GSCID. So, the fact that we end on a net income 

surplus highlights this good recovery.  

Our statement of financial position at the end of the year sits at approx. R5.5m being an approximate 

R800k increase on the prior year. Some of these funds have been ‘spoken for’ in terms of agreed 

special projects below. But the fact remains our reserves are healthy. We maintain the 2 months plus 

one-month reserve policy [we carry an additional month for sake of good housekeeping, beyond the 

regulated amount]. We have been able to set aside these funds for various projects that have 

approved in prior years and ear mark such funds for future use.  You will recall each year we look to 

set aside some of our reserves for special projects. These have largely been aimed at supplementing 

our core functions of crime and grime prevention. So, we have created special additional foot-patroller 

projects, as well as continued with the previously stated project of the camera lease and control room 

payments. We have a further year to go of these, where the cameras have been installed.  For those 

still to be installed we will use the necessary funds over a three-year period. Even with all these spoken 

for items, and excluding any future retention payments [which if history serves as a guide, can possibly 



be expected in the future] we still are left with a remaining additional excess reserves of over R2 

million.  As a re-cap, the presently spoken for items are relate to use of funds of Chrysalis students, 

camera project lease costs, surveillance centre installation and monitoring, about additional foot 

patrollers, and additional marketing costs, as well as the previously allotted R500,000 per last AGM. 

That said as we all know our function is not to build up such reserves so we shall ensure we reasonably 

and diligently look to make use of funds to address and supplement our core function. As we have 

done in prior years it is suggested that the Board be given the mandate to incur a further R500,000, 

beyond items already spoken for,  of reserves to address such special projects as may be reasonably 

required. An item in particular that will be focused on further aiding the growing homeless issues 

arising in our precinct and in others. More on this later. 

We have ensured that we keep these reserves in the appropriate bank accounts and the team has 

made good efforts to ensure the best rates of interest, while also ensuring that the GSCID maintains 

appropriate flexibility of access to these funds. Thank you to Monique for her efforts here. Also, a 

thank you to our management accountant Ros Eachus for all her work on monitoring our budgets and 

keeping watch on our financial controls. 

Operations 

I know that our General Manager will details much of this later, so do not want to steal her thunder. 

But suffice it to say great effort continues to go into our operations. We have supplemented our 

security services with additional footpatrollers as mentioned above. We have purchased and made 

use of various “horse boxes” as they are called to ensure strategic presence in the precinct. We have 

partnered in particular with UCT to ensure additional footpatrollers can be dovetailed under our 

operation as well to allow for deployment of further additional horseboxes. Our partnership with the 

University is an enduring feature of this CID and one that dare I say makes it unique. In so many ways 

without the assistance of UCT we could not do what we do, and for this we cannot express our thanks 

enough. Thank you UCT for your involvement, and your contributions. These are acknowledged and 

we are immensely grateful.  

Our camera system is operational. The present main focus is on license plate recognition (LPR). 

Through these cameras we have seen wonderful success stories in the apprehension of criminals, 

allowing for good interaction of various precincts and SRA’s.  We are expecting to roll out the final 

cameras’ installations through the course of the year and have also been donated some additional 

cameras to add to our footprint – for which we express thanks.  Our control room is expected to fully 

come online this coming year, and we hope that this will make even further in roads into our core 

function of addressing “crime and grime”. 

During COVID lock downs our teams were operational as an essential service. In this, in my opinion, 

they went above and beyond the call of duty. Our staff regularly assisted with feeding of the homeless 

and sought to soften the effects that the lockdown brought on many of the most desperate of our 

society. For this we give them a heartfelt thank you.  We continue in our efforts to aid with the social 

aspects of addressing homeless members of the community. Ingrid and her colleagues go to great 

lengths to engage with them. She links up to the various surrounding CID’s and SRA’s in this regard to 

ensure we can optimise reach. 

As mentioned, we have identified a pilot project for the year ahead that looks to aid with chronic 

homeless individuals and that seeks to aid with a hopeful reintegration of such folks into a more 

mainstream role. It is already in use in some neighbouring CID’s. We look to be engaging further on 

this in the future. This would add on to our present operational activities of security and cleaning and 



would supplement our present social upliftment efforts. It would not be a replacement of these. We 

would look to our reserves to unlock this special project for the short term. The matter will be 

considered in the fullness of time by the board, but I share it as an indication of a planned initiative 

for the future. This will link to the special projects of additional footpatrollers and the camera leasing 

payments. 

I would like to specifically acknowledge the efforts of our service providers Securitas and Straatwerk 

for their efforts in our precinct, as well as the close collaboration to SAPS. These have been the 

cornerstone of the GSCID’s operations. Presently we are undergoing an assessment of the cleaning 

operations into the future, with consideration of various cleaning proposals underway. 

 

I would also like to acknowledge the close working relationship with the Little Mowbray Special Rating 

Area. Our teams continue to overlap and work closely and we are linked up on the camera project. 

Thank you LMRID for your continued support. 

The impact of such operations can be seen in the various developments that have gone up in our 

precinct. I believe that these would not be possible if the community surrounding such intended 

developments was not thriving and well maintained. It is my belief the CID plays a key role therefore, 

in ensuring that commercial upliftment in our community is possible. 

Generally speaking, I am also happy to report our Board continues to meet regularly and I note that 

the committee formed to ensure regular interaction with management continues to operate well. We 

meet with the General Manager on a monthly basis. The operations continue to run well I am pleased 

to note.  

As I close off, I would like to express thanks to my fellow Board and Exco members for all their efforts. 

These are made on a voluntary basis. Thank you for giving of such time so freely and graciously. 

Finally, a special word of thanks to our General Manager, Barbara Breedt. Barbara has joined us from 

the ranks of the SAPS. Her role this year has been invaluable, and we have benefitted immensely 

from her key operational experience. She has waded right into the workings of the CID and has 

unpacked and repacked them. Well done Barbara and keep it up. With that I shall hand over to her, 

for her report. 

 


